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Abstract Integration of large number of electric vehicles

(EVs) with distribution networks is devastating for con-

ventional power system devices such as transformers and

power lines etc. This paper proposes a methodology for

management of responsive household appliances manage-

ment and EVs with water-filling algorithm. With the pro-

posed scheme, the load profile of a transformer is retained

below its rated capacity while minimally affecting the

associated consumers. When the instantaneous demand at

transformer increases beyond its capacity, the proposed

methodology dynamically allocates demand curtailment

limit (DCL) to each home served by transformer. The DCL

allocation takes convenience factors, load profile and

information of flexible appliances into account to assure

the comfort of all the consumers. The proposed scheme is

verified by modeling and simulating five houses and a

distribution transformer. The smart appliances such as an

HVAC, a water heater, a cloth dryer and an EV are also

modeled for the study. Results show that the proposed

scheme performs to reduce overloading effects of the

transformer efficiently and assures comfort of the con-

sumers at the same time.

Keywords Water-filling (WF) algorithm, Responsive

household appliances management (RHAM), Electric

vehicle (EV), Demand curtailment limit (DCL),

Convenience factor, Load profile

1 Introduction

A significant amount of efforts are being made to reduce

environmental pollution. One of the major contributor to

this pollution, along with energy generation sector, is the

transportation sector. Electric vehicles (EVs) have been

proposed to solve this issue. Integration of EVs with power

system for charging their batteries is increasing. According

to a report from Navigant Research, 35 million EVs will be

on the road by 2022 across the world [1]. The integration

of large number of EVs has the potential to de-stabilize the

current power system. Some of the foreseeable threats

include abrupt peak load increase, overloading of distri-

bution transformer and lines, increase in line losses, and

voltage sags [2–5]. To overcome these challenges, huge

reforms in the conventional power system are required

which involves high investment cost and long time. How-
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ever, a number of solutions have been proposed to maxi-

mize the integration of EVs with existing power system.

The development of demand response (DR) enabled

appliances, smart home energy management (HEM) sys-

tems, smart energy meters, and advanced information

technologies ensure transparency of EVs in the existing

power system up to a remarkable extent [6, 7]. Therefore,

electric utilities have more options to occupy residential

consumers in DR programs [8–12].

In previous research, investigators have proposed vari-

ous schemes to control EV charging to make EVs trans-

parent in the power system. An optimal model of EV

charging has been developed in [2] to reduce distribution

network power losses. To minimize system losses [13], and

to increase load factor [2], some approaches have sug-

gested centralized control of EV charging by using dif-

ferent optimization techniques [14, 15]. A few have

focused solely on decentralized control of EV charging at

consumer premises [16–19]. The advantages of decentral-

ized control over centralized control have been discussed

in [20]. A sparse strategy for load shifting to reduce con-

sumers’ comfort has been developed in [21] using time-

based demand response program. End-user customer loads

have modeled as lumped load without considering char-

acteristics of individual appliances to accommodate DR

implementation [22–25]. In recent studies, water-filling

(WF) algorithm has been used for load balancing in smart

grids [26–28]. WF algorithm has extensively been used in

communication systems for radio resource management

(RRM) [29]. The implementation of WF algorithm in

power systems is paving the ways for more research.

In this paper, a scheme based on WF algorithm is pro-

posed for decentralized control of DR-enabled/flexible

appliances including EVs at a distribution transformer and

a home level. In contrast to the previous work, this paper

focuses on restraining the instantaneous demand at the

distribution transformer by controlling the responsive DR-

enable appliances during stress conditions. Transformer

management program (TMP) is implemented at the distri-

bution transformer, whereas to control responsive loads,

household appliances controller (HAC) is implemented at

the home level. When the instantaneous demand at the

transformer exceeds its rated capacity, TMP coordinates

with the HAC of each home to assign demand curtailment

limit (DCL). The convenience factor of each home

(CFhome;i) is calculated for the allocation of DCL using WF

algorithm. HAC controls the flexible appliances to make

instantaneous demand of a home equal to its DCL limit and

simultaneously mitigates consumer convenience level

violations. The proposed methodology offers some benefits

over previous works as it does not require prediction

models, and consumers have flexible choice to control their

responsive appliances.

The paper is organized as follows: A responsive

household appliances management (RHAM) architecture is

explained in Sect. 2. The objectives of TMP and HAC,

signal coordination and the overall strategy of RHAM are

proposed in Sect. 3. A water-filling algorithm, an opti-

mization problem and a power allocation strategy are

defined in Sect. 4. The effectiveness of proposed approach

is showcased by performing a case study in Sect. 5, and the

conclusion is presented in Sect. 6.

2 RHAM architecture

This paper proposes an automated RHAM architecture

to control flexible loads. The objective is to curtail the

instantaneous demand of each home to a certain assigned

limit when the total demand at distribution transformer

exceeds its rating. Also, a customer’s convenience is taken

into account. The proposed architecture is devised and

implemented at two levels:

1) Transformer level by using TMP.

2) Home level by using HAC.

The proposed RHAM architecture is illustrated in

Fig. 1. As the HAC receives external signal from TMP, its

algorithm guarantees curtailment of total household power

consumption to a specified demand limit (kW). High power

consumption responsive appliances including cooling/

heating system (HVAC), water heater (WH), clothes dryer

(CD) and EV are controlled. These loads are specified as

flexible loads and are modeled as in [30]. Remaining loads

are considered as inflexible/unadaptable loads and must be

served all the time.

2.1 Modeling of responsive residential loads

In this section, the physical models of flexible loads are

developed to represent how they respond to demand cur-

tailment request. For each flexible load, a customer must

set the initial priority and convenience level to appropri-

ately control the appliance. Convenience level is the min-

imum acceptable job completion time value/temperature

set point of a flexible appliance for the consumer. For

HVAC and WH, the convenience level setting is in the

form of temperature set point, whereas for CD and EV, it is

illustrated as the job completion time. Customers can

change these settings any time according to their own

comfort. The effects of human behavior are also considered

when modeling the flexible appliances as explained and

modeled in [30].
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2.1.1 Development of HVAC system

The power demand (Wac;j) of an HVAC system, during

each time slot j, depends on the current room temperature

(Tac;j) and the temperature set point (Tac;s). Wac;j is calcu-

lated as (1):

Wac;j ¼ Pac sac;j Dac;j ð1Þ

where Pac is the rated power (kW) of HVAC unit; sac;j, and

Dac;j are the state and demand curtailment signal for HVAC

in time interval j, respectively (1 = ON and 0 = OFF).

The unit is OFF when Tac;j exceeds the set value and is

ON when it goes below a certain point. The state of an

HVAC system remains the same if Tac;j is within the

acceptable boundaries. This relationship is expressed in

(2):

sac;j ¼
0 Tac;j [ ðTac;s þ Tac;conÞ þ dTac
1 Tac;j\ðTac;s þ Tac;conÞ � dTac
sac;j�1 Tac;s � dTac � Tac;j � Tac;con � Tac;s þ dTac

8
><

>:

ð2Þ

where dTac is the temperature tolerance, and Tac;con is the

shift in temperature set point due to convenience level

setting of HVAC system during the critical state of

transformer.

The value of Dac;j is related to the loading of distribution

transformer. If the total demand at transformer is less than

its rating then the value of Dac;j is always 1 = ON.

Otherwise, it depends on the HVAC priority and the

assigned demand limit to the house.

During each time slot j, the room temperature is calcu-

lated as in (3):

Tac;jþ1 ¼ Tac;j þ dt
HG;j

de
þ dt

RHVAC

de
sac;j Dac;j ð3Þ

where Tac;j is the room temperature in time interval j (�F);
dt is the length of time interval j (hour); HG;j is the heat loss

rate of the house (Btu/h); RHVAC is the rated capacity of the

heating unit (Btu/h), and de is the energy required to

change the room air temperature by 1�F (Btu/�F).

2.1.2 Development of water heater (WH) system

The power demand (Wwh;j) of a WH system, during each

time slot j, depends on the water temperature (Twh;j) in the

tank and the temperature set point (Twh;s). Wwh;j is calcu-

lated as in (4):

Wwh;j ¼ swh;j Pwh gwh Dwh;j ð4Þ

where Pwh is the rated power (kW) of WH unit; gwh is the

efficiency of WH; swh;j, and Dwh;j are the state and demand

curtailment signals in time interval j, respectively (1 = ON

and 0 = OFF).

The heating coil of a water heater turns ON if the

temperature of hot water in the tank (Twh;j) goes below the

certain value, and the coil turns OFF when Twh;j exceeds

the set value. It retains its previous state when Twh;j lies

between the desired boundaries. Mathematically, it is

expressed as in (5):

Two way communication between TMP and HAC; Two way communication between HAC and flexible loads

Light bulb Microwave oven Television Refrigrator

Cloth dryer Water heater HVAC system EV

Smart home

ConsumerConsumer

Distribution
transformer

Consumer Consumer

TMP

HAC

HACHAC

HAC

In-
flexible
loads

Flexible
loads

Fig. 1 RHAM architecture
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swh;j ¼
0 Twh;j [ ðTwh;s þ Twh;conÞ þ dTwh
1 Twh;j\ðTwh;s þ Twh;conÞ � dTwh
swh;j�1 Twh;s � dTwh � Twh;j � Twh;con � Twh;s þ dTwh

8
><

>:

ð5Þ

where dTwh is the temperature tolerance, and Twh;con is the

shift in temperature set point due to convenience level

setting of WH system during the critical state of

transformer.

The value of Dwh;j depends on the distribution trans-

former loading. If the transformer is running below its rated

capacity then Dwh;j is always 1 = ON. Otherwise, it is

related to the WH priority and assigned demand limit to the

house.

The hot water temperature in the tank during each time

slot j is calculated as in (6):

Twh;jþ1 ¼
Twh;j ðvtank � fwj � dtÞ

vtank
þ Tinletwh � fwj � dt

vtank

þ 1 gal

8:341b

"

swh;j Dwh;j �
3412 Btu

kWh

� SA;tank ðTwh;j � TairÞ
HR;tank

#
dt

60 min

h

1

vtank

ð6Þ

where Twh;j is the hot water temperature in time interval j

(�F); vtank is the WH tank volume (gallons); fwj is the flow

rate of hot water in time interval j (gpm); dt is the length of

time interval j (min); Tinletwh is the water temperature at

the inlet of WH tank (�F); SA;tank is the surface area of WH

tank (ft:2); Tair is the surrounding air temperature of water

heater (�F), and HR;tank is the heat resistance of WH

(ft:2 �F h=Btu).

2.1.3 Development of cloth dryer (CD) model

A cloth dryer mainly consists of two power consuming

elements: a motor, and a coil for heating. The power

required by the motor is usually several hundred watts,

whereas in contrast, the heating coil requires several

kilowatts.

The power demand (Wcd;j) of a CD system during each

time slot j depends on the aggregated turn ON time (GTcd;j)

and the total time for cloth dryer to complete its job

(GTcd;max) and is calculated as in (7):

Wcd;j ¼ scd;j Dcd;j Pcd;coil þ Pcd;mtr ð7Þ

where Pcd;coil is the rated power (kW) of CD heating coil;

Pcd;mtr is the rated power (kW) of CD motor; scd;j and Dcd;j

are the state and demand curtailment signals for cloth dryer

in time interval j, respectively (1 = ON and 0 = OFF).

The demand curtailment signal Dcd;j controls only the

coil of a CD unit. Therefore, the motor remains in the

running state once the cloth dryer is plugged-in and stops

after the completion of a job. The heating coil turns ON

when GTcd;j is less than GTcd;max and turns OFF when

GTcd;j is greater than or equal to GTcd;max. Mathematically,

it is expressed as in (8):

scd;j ¼
0 GTcd;j �GTcd;max

1 GTcd;j\GTcd;max

�

ð8Þ

The value of Dcd;j depends on the loading of a distribution

transformer. If the total load at the transformer is less than

its rated capacity then the value of Dcd;j is always 1 = ON.

Otherwise, it depends on the CD priority and the assigned

demand limit to the home.

During each time slot j, the value of GTcd;j is calculated

as in (9):

GTcd;jþ1 ¼ scd;j Dcd;j � dt þ GTcd;j

�
�
�
GTcd;0¼0

ð9Þ

where GTcd;0 is the initial value of CD aggregated time,

and dt is the length of time interval j (min).

2.1.4 Development of electric vehicle (EV) model

There are three basic components in an EV charging

model: the rated charging demand of the EV, state of

charge (SOC) of the battery and plug-in time of the EV.

Equation (10) indicates the power demand of an EV (WEV ;j)

during each time slot j, which depends on the Current SOC

(SOCEV;j) and the maximum SOC (SOCEV ;max) of the EV

battery.

WEV ;j ¼ PEV CEV ;j sEV ;j DEV;j ð10Þ

where PEV is the rated power (kW) demand of the EV

charger; CEV;j is the connectivity status in time interval j,

where 0 = Plug-in and 1 = Unplug; sEV ;j, and DEV ;j are the

state and demand curtailment signals for the electric

vehicle in a time interval j, respectively (1 = ON and

0 = OFF).

An EV remains in the charging state until current SOC

of the battery (SOCEV;j) is less than the maximum SOC

(SOCEV;max). Mathematically, it is expressed in (11):

sEV ;j ¼
0 SOCEV;j � SOCEV ;max

1 SOCEV;j\SOCEV ;max

�

ð11Þ

The demand curtailment signal (DEV;j) relies on the state

of distribution transformer. If the total load at the

transformer is less than its rated capacity then the value

of DEV ;j is always 1 = ON. Otherwise, it depends on the

EV priority and the assigned demand limit to the house.

The initial SOC (SOC0) of an EV is calculated in (12):

SOC0 ¼ 1� Ctr

Cbat

ð12Þ
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where Ctr is the battery power consumed during traveling

(kWh), and Cbat is the rated battery capacity (kWh).

During each time slot j, the value of SOCEV;j is found

using (13):

SOCEV ;j ¼ SOCEV ;j�1 þWEV;j
dt
Cbat

ð13Þ

where WEV ;j is the EV power demand in each time interval

j which is derived in (10), and dt is the length of time

interval j (hour).

The arrival time of EVs are found using Gaussian

probability distribution as expressed in (14). The mean and

the standard deviation of the distribution are 18 hours and

2.8 hours, respectively [31]. Figure 2 represents the home-

arrival-time probability of EV [32].

f ðt; l; rÞ ¼ 1

r
ffiffiffiffiffiffi
2p

p e�
ðt�lÞ2

2r2 ð14Þ

where f ðt; l; rÞ is the home-arrival-time probability den-

sity; l is the average value of home arrival time, and r is

the standard deviation.

Also, the driving patterns of EVs are used to determine

the initial state of charge. Figure 3 displays the American

daily traveling distance in miles [33]. Monte Carlo simu-

lations are used to simulate daily traveling distance for

each EV in this study.

3 Strategy design for RHAM

In this paper, a strategy is developed to accommodate

the EV loads while avoiding the stress conditions on a

distribution transformer. The proposed algorithm is

designed at two levels: a transformer via TMP, and a home

via HAC.

3.1 Objectives of TMP

The TMP is implemented at a distribution transformer.

It acts to obtain its objectives by coordinating with HAC of

all the associated homes. The TMP goals are as follows:

1) Maintain the instantaneous demand at a transformer

(DTR, kW) below its rated capacity. In this paper, two

operating states of transformer are considered, normal

and critical, based on the constraint given in (15):

DTR ¼
XI

i¼1

Dhome;i �RCAPTR
ð15Þ

where Dhome;i is the instantaneous demand of each

home i 2 I; I is the number of homes connected to the

transformer; and RCAPTR
is the rated capacity of trans-

former. The transformer will be in normal operating

state if the above constraint is not violated. Otherwise,

it will be in critical state.

2) Assign demand curtailment limit to each responded

home using water-filling algorithm. For this purpose,

TMP considers convenience factor and the next loads

waiting to operate of each home in order to make an

effort to minimally affect each home during trans-

former’s critical operating state.

3.2 Objectives of HAC

The HAC is implemented at a home level. It works to

obtain homeowner’s objectives. If a homeowner responds

to the participation request from TMP, the HAC will

coordinate with the TMP to accomplish its goals. HAC

goals are as follows:
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1) To ensure that inflexible loads (cooking, lighting, plug

loads etc.) must be served all the time.

2) Instantaneous demand of a home (Dhome;i) must be

equal or less than the demand curtailment limit

(DCLhome;i) sent by the TMP as in (16):

Dhome;i �DCLhome;i ð16Þ

3) Change the initial load priority order if the

convenience level parameters are being violated.

4) After changing the priority setting, turn-off least order

loads to make Dhome;i �DCLhome;i in accordance with

(17):

Dhome;i ¼
LA �

Pc
m¼N Lm LA [DCLhome;i

LA otherwise

m ¼ N;N � 1; . . .; 1

8
><

>:

ð17Þ

where LA is the accumulated instantaneous demand

(kW) of all the appliances in the home; c is the

number of appliance required to turn-off to make

LA �DCLhome;i; and Lm is the demand (kW) of mth

priority appliance.

In HAC, customers set two types of parameters for

each flexible appliance: appliance priority and con-

venience level setting. The convenience level setting

is the function of set point of each flexible load. For

example, for HVAC and WH, it is the function of

temperature set point, whereas for CD and EV, it is

the function of job completion time.

During critical state of the transformer, when the

demand of a home is greater than DLpro , HAC shifts the

HVAC and WH temperature set points to their con-

venience level settings and check the current param-

eters for each flexible appliance. In case, the

parameters are violating the convenience level set-

tings, HAC will change the priority order by raising

the priority of the appliance whose parameters are

violating the most.

3.3 Signal coordination between TMP and HAC

The overall algorithm for a TMP and an HAC is

depicted in Fig. 4.These work simultaneously as follows:

Step 1: TMP assesses the state of a distribution

transformer by checking the instantaneous load demand.

Step 2: If the transformer state is normal, TMP sends

HAC ‘‘demand restrain inactive signal’’, and HAC

controls all flexible appliances with Dap;j ¼ 1, where

Dap;j is the demand curtailment signal of a flexible

appliances, and ap is the set of flexible home appliances.

Otherwise, TMP sends participation request to the HAC

of each home.

Step 3: The HAC responds to the participation request

and based on the number of responded homes, TMP

HACTMP

Check T/F state

Critical?

Send participation
request to all

associated homes

Receive participation
messages and send

DLpro

Acquire appliances
information from HAC 

Send DCLhome, i signal
to HAC of each home

Wait for participation
request

Respond to
participation request

and receive DLpro

Demand>DLpro?

1. Check load priority
2. Shift HVAC and
    WH temperature set
    points
3. Check household
    convenience level
    parameters

Are parameters
violating?

Change load priority

1. Estimate power
    demand
2. Send appliances
    information to TMP
3. Receive DCLhome, i
    from TMP

Control appliances
according to DCLhome, i

Update responsive
appliances parameters

N

Y

N

Y

N

Fetch data from
appliances and

calculate demand

End

End

tratStratS

Y

By using water-filling
algorithm, assign

demand limit
(DCLhome, i) to each

house by considering
their convenience

factor and next load
waiting to operate

Communication signal
from TMP to HAC
Communication signal
from HAC to TMP

Send demand restrain
inactive signal to all

associated homes

Received
demand restrain
inactive signal?

Control appliances
with demand

curtailment signal
value 1=NO

Y

N

Fig. 4 Algorithm of a TMP implemented at a transformer and an

HAC implemented in a home
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sends proposed demand limit (DLpro) to the HAC of each

each home by fair distribution as provided in (18):

DLpro ¼
RMCAPTR

N
ð18Þ

where RMCAPTR
is the capacity of the transformer after

deducting the instantaneous demand of un-responded

home(s) from the rated capacity of the transformer, and

N is the number of responded homes to the participation

request.

The participated homes will get incentives in the form of

a low price during normal operating state of the trans-

former, whereas un-responded homes have to pay penalty

for each unit consumed during critical state of the trans-

former in the form a high price.

Step 4: HAC fetches data from the household appliances

and calculates the demand (kW).

Step 5: If the power consumption is greater than DLpro ,

HAC shifts the temperature set points of HVAC and WH

to their convenience level settings, and checks the load

priority and convenience level parameter of each flexible

appliance and changes the load order if convenience

level setting of any appliance is violating.

Step 6: HAC estimates the instantaneous demand by

deploying DLpro , and sends information of the appliances

to the TMP.

Step 7: TMP allocates demand curtailment limit

DCLhome;i to the HAC of each associated home by using

water-filling algorithm which requires information about

convenience factor and next loads waiting to operate of

each home.

Step 8: Finally, the HAC controls the flexible loads by

considering DCLhome;i and by turning off least order

loads to ensure that Dhome;i is less than or equal to

DCLhome;i.

In the next section, a water-filling algorithm is

explained.

4 Water-filling algorithm

Water-filling (WF) algorithm is often used in communi-

cation systems to utilize maximum channel capacity when

there is a constraint on the available power. In this paper, WF

algorithm is applied during critical state of a distribution

transformer to assign demand limit (kW) to the homes asso-

ciated with it, in order to minimally affect the consumers.

During critical state of the transformer, the HAC sends

information about the household appliances to the TMP

while deploying DLpro . Based on the provided information,

the TMP distributes remaining transformer capacity

between homes using WF algorithm.This concept has been

illustrated in Fig. 5.

In Fig. 5, the shadowed area during each time slot rep-

resents the projection of total instantaneous load of all the

consumers after deploying DLpro . RACAPTR
is the available/

idle capacity of a transformer which has to be distributed

by WF algorithm. An optimization problem is formulated

to minimize the difference between total instantaneous load

at transformer (DTR) and the rated transformer capacity

(RCAPTR
) during the critical state as in (19):

minfEg

�
PI

i¼1

�

Fi þ
PK

k¼1 Ei;k

�

� RCAPTR

�2

s:t:

0�Ei;k �Pi;k k ¼ 1; 2; . . .;K; 8i
PI

i¼1

PK
k¼1 Ei;k �RACAPTR

PK
k¼1 Ei;k �DðNÞi; 8i

Ei;k 2 ½DM�i�f

8
>>>>>>>>>>><

>>>>>>>>>>>:

ð19Þ

where index i (i ¼ 1; 2; :::; I) is the number of homes

connected to the transformer; k (k ¼ 1; 2; :::;K) is the

number of flexible load(s) waiting to operate; Fi is the

instantaneous demand of ith consumer after deploying

DLpro ;Ei;k is the power assigned to kth flexible load waiting

to operate for ith customer; Pi;k is the rated power of kth

flexible load waiting to operate for ith consumer; N is the

number of flexible appliances (waiting to operate) that are

allowed to turn-on; DðNÞi is the power required to turn-on

N appliances of the ith home; f is the number of flexible

appliances of all the homes connected to the transformer,

and ½DM�i�f is the demand matrix of flexible appliances of

all the homes served by the transformer as in (20):

½DM�i�f ¼ ½APPS�i�f ½RatedP�i�f ð20Þ

½APPS�i�f is a matrix of usage status of all flexible

1st

ith

I-Users

Load (kW)

DTR

RACAPTR

Time slots( j)

Transformer
rated capacity

Fig. 5 Water-filling algorithm concept
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appliances of all the associated homes in prioritized order

and is given in (21):

½APPS�i�f ¼

rapp;1;1 rapp;1;2 � � � rapp;1;c

rapp;2;1 rapp;2;2 � � � rapp;2;c

..

. ..
. . .

. ..
.

rapp;k;1 rapp;k;2 � � � rapp;k;c

2

6
6
6
6
4

3

7
7
7
7
5

ð21Þ

where rapp;k2i;c2f is the status of an appliance of a home

which could either be 0 or 1.

½RatedP�i�f is a matrix of power demands (kW) of

flexible appliances and is given in (22):

½RatedP�i�f ¼

RP;1;1 RP;1;2 � � � RP;1;c

RP;2;1 RP;2;2 � � � RP;2;c

..

. ..
. . .

. ..
.

RP;k;1 RP;k;2 � � � RP;k;c

2

6
6
6
6
4

3

7
7
7
7
5

ð22Þ

where RP;k2i;c2f is the rated power of a flexible appliance of

a home.

As from (19), Ei;k 2 ½DM�i�f . It means that E3;2 is the

power assigned to a flexible load, which is second to the

next appliance waiting to operate, for 3rd consumer. The

value of RACAPTR
can be obtained from the information

provided by an HAC after deploying DLpro .

In addition, (19) is a minimization problem for reducing

the sum of squared errors for all consumers in a time

interval. This error is the difference between the total

instantaneous demand and the rated transformer capacity

during a time slot.

4.1 Power allocation strategy

The available power is allocated to the associated con-

sumers to minimize their convenience level setting viola-

tions. Assume that there are I consumers. The sequence of

consumers has to be arranged in monotonically increasing

order, based on their convenience factor (CFhome;i)

fCFhome;i;1� i� Ig, where the indices are renumbered

arbitrarily to satisfy the condition. This situation is illus-

trated in Fig. 6 by stairs in a water tank.

The convenience factor of a home i (CFhome;i) is cal-

culated from the convenience factors of flexible appliances

in the home during each time slot j. Convenience factor of

an appliance (CFðiÞAppliance;j) is based on the deviation

from its convenience level setting.

The convenience factors of flexible appliances are

illustrated as follows: Convenience factor for HVACs: For

HVACs, the convenience factor (CFðiÞHVAC;j) during time

slot j of a home i is obtained by dividing the difference of

its actual room temperature (Tac;j) and room temperature

convenience setting (Tac;cs) with Tac;cs, as expressed in (23):

CFðiÞHVAC;j ¼
Tac;j � Tac;cs

Tac;cs
ð23Þ

Convenience factor for water heaters (WHs): For WHs, the

convenience factor (CFðiÞWH;j) during time slot j of the ith

home is derived by dividing the difference of its actual hot

water temperature (Twh;j) and hot water temperature

convenience setting (Twh;cs) with Twh;cs. It is provided in

(24):

CFðiÞWH;j ¼
Twh;j � Twh;cs

Twh;cs
ð24Þ

Convenience factor for cloth dryers (CDs): For CDs, the

convenience factor (CFðiÞCD;j) during time slot j of a home

i is calculated in (25), by dividing the difference of time

remaining to complete its job (GTcd;j) and convenience

setting remaining time (GTcd;cs) with actual convenience

level setting GTcd;max.

CFðiÞCD;j ¼
GTcd;j � GTcd;cs

GTcd;max
ð25Þ

Convenience factor for electric vehicles (EVs): For EVs,

the convenience factor (CFðiÞEV;j) during time slot j of ith

home is expressed in (26), by dividing the difference of

time remaining to complete its job (RCTev;j) and

convenience setting remaining time (RCTev;cs) with actual

convenience level setting RCTev;max.

CFðiÞEV ;j ¼
RCTev;j � RCTev;cs

RCTcd;max
ð26Þ

Now, the convenience factor of a home i (CFhome;i)

during time slot j is calculated as in (27):

CFhome;i ¼
1

M

h
CFðiÞHVAC;j þ CFðiÞWH;j þ � � �

þ CFðiÞCD;j þ CFðiÞEV ;j
i ð27Þ

i

CFhome

Home

CFhome, 1

1 .   .   .
Home

Wi

Power
(kW)

Power
(kW)

PDi

LDi

i12 3 2 3 .   .   .

Fig. 6 Power allocation concept
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where M is the number of plug-in flexible appliances. If an

appliance is unplug, its CFðiÞAppliance;j value will be zero for
that time interval.

The power is allocated to the consumers by projecting

the overall instantaneous load for all the users. Let LDi

represents the instantaneous load demand of a consumer,

which is the sum of power demand of inflexible loads and

flexible appliance which could turn-on after allocation of

DLpro , and PDi represents the allocated power demand of

waited flexible appliances of a consumer during time slot j

as shown in Fig. 6b . They can be obtained from the vector

F and matrix E as illustrated in (28):

PK
k¼1 Ei;k ¼ PDi

Fi ¼ LDi

(

ð28Þ

To find the allocated power PDi, the objective function in

(19) is simplified to (29).

minfPDig

�
PI

i¼1ðPDi þ LDiÞ � RCAPTR

�2

s:t:

PDi ¼
0 Wi\DðNÞi

DðNÞi otherwise

�

8i;N ¼ 1; 2; . . .;N
PI

i¼1 PDi �RACAPTR

8
>>>>>>>>>><

>>>>>>>>>>:

ð29Þ

where DðNÞi is calculated from the demand matrix ½DM�i�f

which has the information about the state and power

demand of flexible appliances of all the homes after

deploying DLpro , and Wi is illustrated by the water level

(available power) above the ith home as shown by the

shadowed area in Fig. 6a and is defined in (30).

LD and RACAPTR
are computed from the power demand

of inflexible loads and by using demand matrix (½DM�i�f ),

where ½DM�i�f represents the status and power demand of

all flexible appliances of the associated homes. LD is a

vector consists of power demands of all associated homes

after deploying DLpro . Therefore, RACAPTR
is calculated by

subtracting the sum of LD from transformer capacity

RCAPTR
.

On the basis of Convenience factor, consumers are

sorted in a monotonically increasing order as shown in

Fig. 6a. A consumer with lowest convenience factor is the

one who is affected the most and vice versa.

Wi ¼

0; k ¼ 0

fRACAPTR

�½
Pi�1

l¼1 PDl þ
PN

k¼1 Ei;k�gþ otherwise; 8i

8
>><

>>:

ð30Þ

where ‘‘k ¼ 0’’ means that there is no appliance in waiting

state; f�gþ represents zero if the value inside curly

brackets is negative. ‘‘PDi’’ is illustrated by the shadowed

area in Fig. 6b. It is the power that is allocated to the ith

home and is defined as below:

PDi ¼
0 Wi ¼ 0

RACAPTR
�
"
Pi�1

l¼1 PDl þWi

#

otherwise; 8i

8
><

>:

ð31Þ

The number of homes to which power is allocated can be

find as:

i	 ¼ countfijWi [ 0 1� i� Ig ð32Þ

The demand curtailment limit of a home i (DCLhome;i)

during a time slot can be calculated as follows:

DCLhome;i ¼ LDi þ PDi ð33Þ

where PDi is optimized by solving the problem in (29), and

LDi is calculated from demand matrix in (20) such that:

XI

i¼1

DCLhome;i �RCAPTR
ð34Þ

In the next section, a case study is performed by

considering five homes served by a distribution

transformer.

5 Case study

In this case study, a 37.5 kVA single-phase transformer

of ABB serving five homes has been simulated. The

parameters and other important attributes of the homes

have been summarized in Table 1, and RELOAD data-

base [34] has been used for the rated power demand of the

appliances.

The average temperature of Seoul for the month of

January has been considered for this study. The simulation

has been performed from 17:00 to 08:00 as majority of the

EVs arrive after 17:00 and leave home before 08:00. The

time step considered in this study is 15 minutes. Important

parameters such as plug-in time for CD, initial temperature

of the home, initial temperature of the water in WH tank,

convenience level settings of flexible appliances etc. have

been generated by performing Monte-Carlo simulations,

whereas Gaussian random distribution has been used for

generating the arrival time of electric vehicles.

Nissan Leaf [35] and Chevrolet [36] electric vehicles

have been modeled in this study with the specifications
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given in Table 2, whereas priority of the appliances and

consumers’ convenience level settings are given in

Table 3.

5.1 Simulation results

In this section, the effectiveness of WF algorithm has

been evaluated by comparing the results of water-filling

algorithm with that of simple fair distribution.

Figure 7 shows the transformer loading with and with-

out EVs. The EVs start arriving homes after 17:00 that

results rise in peak demand as shown in Fig. 7 during 17:00

to 21:00.

Figure 8 shows the transformer loading by restraining

the peak demand using fair allocation of demand curtail-

ment limit to all homes when the transformer is in critical

state. In fair distribution, the demand limit (DLfair ) is allo-

cated by dividing the transformer rated capacity with total

number of associated homes. The instantaneous demand of

each house with execution of DLfair has been shown in

Fig. 9. DLfair and DH1-5 are the allocated demand curtail-

ment limit and the instantaneous demand of homes 1–5,

respectively. According to Figs. 8 and 9, the load profile of

transformer has been kept below the transformer rating and

the instantaneous load demand of all the homes has been

controlled below the allocated demand limit. Table 4

summarizes the deviation of actual results from consumers’

convenience level setting for each flexible appliance.

The simulation results of WF algorithm have been

demonstrated in Fig. 10 for the transformer, and in Fig. 11 for

the homes. The value of N for this study has been set to 1.

The instantaneous power at transformer has been

retained below its rated capacity, and the instantaneous

demand of each home is equal to the demand curtailment

limit when the transformer is in critical state. Table 5

summarizes the deviation of actual results from consumers’

convenience level setting for each flexible appliance.

17:00 20:00 23:00 02:00 05:00 08:00
Time (hour)

0
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D
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)

TR capacity
With EV
Without EV

Fig. 7 Transformer loading with and without EVs

Table 1 Parameters of the homes

Parameter Value Unit

House area 800 ? 200 basement Square ft.

RCeiling;RWall;RWindow 35, 13, 4 ft:2 	� F (Btu/�F)

No. of people 3–5 People

HVAC temperature set

point

(74–78) ± 2 �F

Ambient temperature Average temperature

of seoul for January

�F

WH tank capacity 50 Gallons

WH R-value 14.57 ft:2 	� F (Btu/�F)

WH temperature set

point

(118–126) ± 3.5 �F

Water consumption Real data from

NAHBRC[37]

Gallons/min

CD operation duration 60 mins to complete

the job

–

CD start time 19:15–21:30 –

CD job completion time 00:00–01:30 –

EV plug-in time Obtained by Gaussian

random distribution

–

EV charging completion

time

06:30–07:30 –

Appliance’s priority HVAC[WH[CD

[EV

–

Table 2 Specifications of EVs

Type Battery

size (kWh)

Energy

available

(kWh)

Driving

range (mile)

Charge

power

(kW)

Nissan

leaf

24 19.2 100 3.3

Chevrolet 60 47 238 6.6

Table 3 Appliance priority and convenience setting

Appliance Priority Convenience level setting

HVAC 1 Room temperature setting (65–71)�F

WH 2 Hot water temperature (105–113)�F

CD 3 00:00–01:30

EV 4 06:30–07:30
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5.2 Discussion

In this section, the concept of WF algorithm has been

explained by comparing the results of WF algorithm with

the results of simple fair distribution of demand limit.

The deviation of set point value from the convenience

setting for each flexible appliance using fair distribution of

demand limit has been illustrated in Table 4. The ‘‘conv.

setting’’ column shows convenience level setting for each

flexible appliance. The actual results column for HVAC

and WH represents the minimum temperature that has been

observed during the entire simulation period, whereas for

CD and EV, it represents the completion time of the job.

The large deviation has been observed for EVs because

they are the lowest priority load. Customers with Chevrolet

EVs have been affected more due to large battery size and

higher charging rate of EV. The results illustrated in

Table 5 show considerable improvement using proposed

WF based approach in comparison to simple approach. All

the EVs have been charged completely while having

minimum negative impact on the consumer’s comfort. The

proposed strategy also improves the load factor of the

system as shown in Table 6.

The load demand of each home with fair distribution at

21:00 has been shown in Table 7. Dhome;i is the demand of

home, and CFhome;i is the convenience factor of each home.

The Dhome;i is less than DLfair because DLfair–Dhome;i is not

enough to turn on the next load or there is no appliance in

waiting state.

From Table 7, it can be observed that the instantaneous

load at the transformer with fair distribution is about

27.37 kW. A capacity of 10 kW is available at transformer

level that can be further distributed within the consumers.

WF algorithm has been used for power distribution. To

allocate power, convenience factor of each home has been

calculated. A customer with lowest value of the conve-

nience factor is the most suitable candidate for the power

allocation. The value of ‘‘N’’ for this study has been set to

1, which is the maximum number of devices that can be

turned on, while allocating additional power to a consumer.
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Fig. 8 Transformer loading with fair distribution of demand limit

Table 4 Results obtained using fair distribution of demand limit

Parameter Home 1 Home 2 Home 3 Home 4 Home 5

Conv.

setting

Actual results Conv.

setting

Actual

results

Conv.

setting

Actual results Conv.

setting

Actual

results

Conv.

setting

Actual results

HVAC

(�F)
71 67.9 65 63.81 69.2 64.93 71 68.75 70.1 66.03

WH (�F) 113 109.8 105 103.2 109.4 100.9 110 104.8 107 96.98

CD 00:00 23:15 00:30 01:00 01:00 00:30 01:30 01:45 01:15 01:30

EV 07:00 Charged 70%

till 08:00

06:30 06:45 07:15 Charged 65%

till 08:00

07:30 07:45 07:00 Charged 69%

till 08:00
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Fig. 9 Instantaneous demand of associated homes with fair distribu-

tion of demand allocation
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The instantaneous demand at transformer after using WF

algorithm is 35.77 kW, and the results have been shown in

Fig. 12.

By comparing the results in Tables 4 and 5, it can be

concluded that the deviation of actual results from conve-

nience level setting has been minimized with WF algo-

rithm. The results obtained suggest that the proposed

strategy may encourage more consumers to participate and

may give electric utilities a better estimation of the con-

sumer acceptance of a DR program. In addition, the pro-

posed approach can be used to handle numerous consumers

in a distribution network.

Table 5 Results obtained using WF algorithm

Parameter Home 1 Home 2 Home 3 Home 4 Home 5

Conv.

setting

Actual

results

Conv.

setting

Actual

results

Conv.

setting

Actual

results

Conv.

setting

Actual

results

Conv.

setting

Actual

results

HVAC

(�F)
71 68.84 65 68.23 69.2 65.41 71 72.24 70.1 66.83

WH (�F) 113 108.8 105 106.2 109.4 108.7 110 112.4 107 101.5

CD 00:00 22:30 00:30 00:00 01:00 00:15 01:30 00:00 01:15 23:30

EV 07:00 07:30 06:30 05:30 07:15 07:45 07:30 06:45 07:00 07:15

Table 6 Comparison of load factor

Category With DLfair (%) With WF (%)

Load factor 78.10% 89.42%

Table 7 Load demand by fair distribution at 21:00

Parameter H1 H2 H3 H4 H5

Dhome;i (kW) 5.7 5.2 5 5.92 5.55

CFhome;i 0.151 0.268 0.153 0.1994 0.118
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Fig. 10 Transformer loading with WF algorithm
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Fig. 11 Instantaneous demand of associated homes with WF

algorithm
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Fig. 12 Instantaneous demand of associated homes by WF algorithm
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6 Conclusion

This paper presented an approach for RHAM using

autonomous decision making entities. A WF algorithm

based strategy was developed to control flexible loads

while minimally affecting the consumer’s lifestyle. The

case study represented that the TMP and HAC achieved

their goals. At the transformer level, the instantaneous

demand was kept below its rated capacity; at the consumer

level, all inflexible loads were served, and the total demand

of the home was equal to demand curtailment limit (DCL).

The simulation results showed that the proposed WF

algorithm based approach surpasses the simple fair demand

distribution strategy in terms of consumer convenience and

load allocations. The proposed methodology can be used to

avoid the up-gradation of distribution networks while

maximizing the number of EVs for charging.

In future work, the proposed approach can be extended

for a distribution network with more transformers to

involve a number of consumers and controllable appli-

ances. It should be noticed that the higher EV penetration

levels will negatively influence the consumers’ conve-

nience. At that point, utilities cannot solely rely on DR

techniques to address higher penetrations of EVs. To

encounter higher demands , other means such as equipment

up-gradation and distributed energy resources may be

explored.
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